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Abstract
This document proposes a new architecture for general-purpose computing. This architecture uses a reconfigurable-hardware substrate and compiler technology to generate Application-Specific Hardware (ASH). The novelty of this architecture consists in the absence of resource reuse: each different static program instruction can have its own dedicated hardware implementation. ASH enables the synthesis of circuits with only local computation structures, which promise to be fast, inexpensive and use very little power. This also presents a scalable compiler framework for ASH, which generates hardware from programs written in high-level languages. Finally, this proposal describes an evolutionary path that can bridge the gap between the contemporary computer architectures and ASH.

1 Introduction
For five decades the relentless pace of technology, expressed by Moore’s law, has supplied computer architects with ample materials in the quest for higher performance architectures. Each new hardware generation brings with it changes in the balance of the various architectural components, triggering new waves of research activity. (For example, processor performance improves at a higher rate than memory performance; when processors became faster than memory, cache technology became important.)

I will call the technological balance reversals crossover effects, from the crossing of the graphs of two functions with different rates of growth. Such crossovers cause the birth of new technologies. Sometimes crossover effects cascade: for instance, when VLSI technology could package on a single die enough transistors to implement a complete processor, suddenly the distances between components shrank. As a consequence we witnessed a second crossover: signals that used to cross chip boundaries could now be propagated in a single clock cycle, enabling a whole new set of architectural features.

By anticipating the technological evolution and by predicting crossover points, we can make educated guesses about the bottlenecks and tradeoffs faced by future architectures and we can devise timely solutions. This proposal addresses (in Section 3) the shortcomings looming in front of computer architecture in the next five to ten years and suggests a radical method to overcome some of them. I argue that the general-purpose processor has evolved to run any program and, thus, carries a lot of overhead baggage, mostly useless for any specific program.
In Section 4 I propose an alternative approach to implement general-purpose computation, which consists of synthesizing — at compile time — application-specific hardware, on a reconfigurable-hardware substrate. I argue that such hardware can be more efficient than a general-purpose CPU. I call this model ASH, from Application-Specific Hardware. The core of this computation model is the dataflow model. I propose to synthesize directly in hardware custom, application-specific dataflow machines. In the past, the dataflow paradigm proved unsuccessful because of high overheads stemming from the interpretation of the dataflow on a (more or less) general-purpose architecture; however, the ASH machines have a very low overhead, as they implement the whole application in reconfigurable hardware, and avoid time multiplexing of hardware resources. The term spatial computation has been used for ASH-like paradigms.

ASH architectures hold the promise for low power consumption, high performance and very low cost. These architectures naturally provide the potential to explore a wide space of options for increased reliability and fault tolerance. In Section 5 I present a preliminary study which provides arguments for these claims.

In Section 6 I describe the CASH (Compiler for ASH) technology, a compiler spanning both the realm of traditional compilation and parts of hardware synthesis. Section 7 presents an evolutionary path that builds a bridge between two worlds and offers a continuum of architectures between classical general-purpose processors and ASH architectures. I conclude this document in Section 8 with an outline of the future course of this research.

2 Thesis Statement

Generating application-specific hardware and executing it on a reconfigurable-hardware substrate is a viable solution for enabling computer architecture to smoothly ride the technology curve for the next few decades. Scalable compiler technology for translating high-level language programs into hardware is feasible.

3 Shortcomings of Contemporary Architectures

In this section I motivate the need for the ASH architecture.

Moore's law has been equated with a guaranteed stream of good news, bringing higher speeds and more hardware resources in each new hardware generation. However, if we extrapolate the technology graphs using the historical growth rate, we rapidly approaching some important crossover points, which spell trouble for conventional architectures. Here I discuss some of these crossover points, what their (mostly negative) implications are, and how ASH promises to overcome some of these problems.

3.1 Billion Gate Devices

Crossover: Complexity becomes unmanageable.

According to Moore's law, the feature size of CMOS integrated circuits decreases exponentially with time: every 3 years designers have four times as many transistors to play with in the same area. In addition to the miniaturization of the basic components, the historic trend has been towards a steady increase in silicon-die size. Current microprocessors already are at 30 million transistors and, in a few years, we will reach the threshold of 1 billion. Other radical technologies,
such as nanotechnology, promise to push this number even higher, to \(10^{10}\) gates per square centimeter [CWBB99, GB01]. This wealth of resources has enabled designers to create more and more complex circuits, harnessing extra circuitry to exploit the parallelism in programs and to overcome the latency bottlenecks. The downside of such huge sizes is the enormous complexity of designing, testing, verifying and debugging such circuits. Most processors today are shipped with bugs [Col].

**Solution:** ASH addresses these shortcomings by offering a simple and clean path from programs to hardware implementations. ASH decomposes the problem into many smaller problems, having manageable size, which are compiled and optimized separately.

### 3.2 Low Reliability and Yield

**Crossover:** Device sizes decrease to a point where frequent defects are unavoidable.

When feature sizes become on the order of a few atoms, minor imperfections in the manufacturing process, random thermal fluctuations, or even cosmic rays can invalidate a circuit. Although some of the modern circuits do have error detection and correction capabilities (for example main-frame computers [SG99] and memories/buses with ECC), these solutions are still not universally applied to all parts of a processor design.

There are two types of defects we need to be concerned with: manufacturing-time, permanent defects and one-time events, caused, for instance, by high-energy particles.

**Solution:** ASH architectures offer a very simple solution to the problem of permanent defects and may enable simple and effective methodologies for dealing with one-time events. ASH uses reconfigurable-hardware devices as a substrate on which the computation is implemented. One important quality of such devices is that parts of the circuit are essentially interchangeable, so a defective part can be replaced by a working one at compile time. Research in the Teramac project [HKSW98] has shown this approach to be viable.

To deal with transient errors, we can imagine the synthesis of circuits containing embedded fault-tolerance features [Spi96]. Certainly, such a solution is also applicable to traditional CMOS-based devices, but the ASH framework may enable the synthesis of application-specific fault-tolerance devices, which can be more lightweight than a general-purpose solution.

### 3.3 Skyrocketing Cost of CMOS Manufacturing

**Crossover:** Cost required for fabrication dwarfs the resources available to most companies.

The cost of manufacturing an integrated circuit has two components: the cost of the manufacturing plant and the Non-Recurring Engineering (NRE) cost, which is on a per-design basis. The NRE cost includes the testing and verification cost mentioned in Section 3.1.

Moore's second law describes the exponential increase of the cost of a manufacturing plant with time; a state-of-the-art installation now costs more than 3 billion dollars. This cost comes mostly from the very fine mechanical and optical lithographic devices and masks. Another problem compounding cost is the yield, as very small devices are more prone to defects.

**Solution:** ASH advocates the use of a reconfigurable-hardware support for implementing the computations. Such devices have smaller densities than traditional CMOS devices, but they are "universal": one Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) can be used to implement any circuit, so
the cost of the manufacturing plant and of the masks can be eliminated completely. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the reconfigurability provides tolerance to defects, allowing lower-yield devices to be used.

3.4 Inefficient Use of Resources

Crossover: The hardware resources become mostly idle. Only a small fraction of the area of modern microprocessors is dedicated to actual computational units. Most of the chip resources are used for auxiliary tasks: L1 and L2 caches take most of the space, but other structures such as reorder buffers, reservation stations, issue logic, multi-ported register files, forwarding logic, jump prediction, trace caches, and others consume a lot of area and energy, but only support the computation. There is a tension in the design of the processor pipeline: on one hand, designers add enough resources to support program regions that can use them (with high ILP, unpredictable branches, etc.); on the other hand, most of the time these resources switch idly. For example, 4-wide issue processors seldom can sustain 1.5 IPC [HP96].

Solution: ASH proposes the radical solution of implementing for each program portion a separate piece of hardware, with resources exactly matching the available parallelism. Because we can statically describe all the required resources, a lot of the auxiliary structures can be eliminated completely (issue logic, reorder buffers, forwarding paths or multi-ported register files, instruction caches), while others can be reduced substantially (jump predictors, possibly data caches). Moreover, in ASH the structure of computation is highly localized, making it very easy to turn off all the unused part of the circuit.

3.5 Power Consumption

Crossover: The power consumed by a CPU cannot be thermally dissipated in an efficient way. Despite the fact that the supply voltage is decreasing for each chip generation, the total power consumption is skyrocketing. Modern CPUs have reached more than 100 W, exacerbating the difficulty of cooling [Aza00] and of supplying power (especially for mobile devices). More than half of the power is consumed just by the clock signal, which spans the whole chip surface [Man95].

Solution: ASH synthesizes circuits that use exactly as many computational units as necessary for each part of the program; thus, most of the support structures in a CPU are no longer necessary. The circuits synthesized by ASH are activated according to program locality, the circuits corresponding to inactive parts of the program being turned off. Moreover, ASH generates very simple finite-state machines, which could be implemented in large part using asynchronous circuitry, eliminating most of the global clock signals.

3.6 Global Signals

Crossover: The time between two clock ticks is not enough for a signal to cross the whole chip. A major problem engendered by the quickly increasing clock rate is that the electromagnetic signal does not have enough time to cross too many levels of logic. Deeper pipelining is a partial solution, but which provides diminishing returns due to the overhead of the pipeline registers [KS86].
Moreover, a lot of structures on a modern CPU require global signals or very long wires: the
forwarding paths on the pipeline, the multi-ported register files, the instruction wake-up logic,
and others. Wires connecting different modules tend to remain relatively constant in absolute
size [AMKB00, HMH01], so they will be unable to function at higher clock rates.

**Solution:** The circuits implemented by using ASH are based solely on local signals that match
exactly the program dataflow. For long-range communication (e.g., memory access or control trans-
fers) we use pipelined communication channels. The finite-state-machine control is implemented in
a completely distributed fashion, using token passing and requiring no global signals. We expect
such circuits to scale very well with technology.

3.7 Complex CAD Tools

**Crossover:** Compilation takes too long.
CAD tools are very slow (taking on the order of hours to days to compile) and buggy [Dal01];
they require a lot of human intervention to generate good results [HMH01].

**Solution:** Several factors make the design of CAD tools for ASH simpler than that of full-blown
general-purpose tools:

- The structure of the circuits generated by ASH is fairly simple and homogeneous: they
  all have a datapath and a very simple finite-state control. Our previous research [BG99]
suggests that datapath-oriented CAD tools can be much simpler and faster than traditional
CAD tools, as they need to do fewer optimizations and they deal with problems much smaller
in magnitude (because the unit of compilation is the operation and not the logic gate).

- Compiling to reconfigurable-hardware substrates is intrinsically simpler than generating masks.

3.8 Reaching the Limits of ILP

**Crossover:** Computer architecture has reached diminishing returns in the exploitation of the
ILP by dynamic schemes.

Processors cannot exploit ILP behind the limited issue window. However, the complexity of
superscalar processors increases quickly with the size of the issue window [CG01], some hardware
structures growing quadratically.

**Solution:** The compiler has a global view of the program and can expose distant ILP easily;
by generating parallel hardware, exploiting the ILP in the ASH framework is straightforward,
requiring almost zero overhead. By generating pipelined hardware, ASH also offers a natural path
for exploiting the loop-level parallelism present in programs.

4 ASH Overview

In this section I briefly describe the research goals of this project and outline a solution that would
meet them.
4.1 Goals

The goals of the ASH framework are to provide the following features: generality, good scalability, acceptable performance, low cost and low power. I discuss each of these features briefly in this section.

**Generality:** we want to implement a general model of computation, which can execute arbitrary application code and does not impose unreasonable constraints on the programming model. We want the framework to accommodate the programming languages available today and look and feel exactly like traditional programming (and not like hardware design).

**Scalability:** the major goal of this research is to provide an architecture that will scale well with time. Section 3 discusses a lot of the problems faced today or in the near future by traditional computer architectures and for which no obvious general solutions seem to exist. We hope ASH will provide a framework for smooth evolution of computing for the next 50 years.

**Performance:** we do not aim to provide a very high-performance architecture; we would be very satisfied if ASH, if implemented using today’s technology, could approach today’s CPUs performance. If the argument about the scalability of ASH is correct, the higher performance of ASH will come for free with future technologies.

**Low cost:** devices built using ASH should come at a lower cost than traditional CPUs, both in terms of investment and per-unit cost. More important, the cost of ASH devices should scale better with time compared to CMOS-based devices.

**Low power:** we intend to aggressively reduce the power consumed for computation, by as much as one order of magnitude.

**Parallelism:** we provide a simple methodology to exploit the instruction-level parallelism available in programs. Our technique enables a clear path towards the exploitation of other types of parallelism, such as loop-level and thread-level parallelism.

4.2 CASH: The Compiler

ASH mandates the compilation of complete programs into reconfigurable hardware, implementing each application completely in silicon. Figure 1 summarizes the tool-flow.

Programs written in general-purpose high-level languages are the input to the CASH compiler. CASH first applies traditional program-optimization techniques. The program is next decomposed into small pieces, called Split-phase Abstract Machines, or SAMs.

Each SAM is placed and routed independently by a local placer. All the SAMs that compose the program are input to the global placer and router, which uses a defect map of the target chip to decide how to layout the machines and how to connect them. The resulting “executable” is a configuration for the reconfigurable hardware. At run time the configuration is loaded on the reconfigurable hardware substrate and executed. If the configuration is too large, a run-time hardware-virtualization method may be used.

My thesis will mostly be concerned with the top part of this diagram, labeled “compile-time”. I will study the other two parts only sketchily, enough to create a trustworthy simulation infrastructure.
4.3 Split-phase Abstract Machines

Each SAM is translated into a finite-state machine, as shown in Figure 2. The computation of the next state is a combinational circuit, which is synthesized as a dataflow machine. The local computation in a finite-state machine can access memory through a high-latency, pipelined interconnection network.

The body of each innermost loop in the source program becomes the “loop” macrostate in the
The loop itself is implemented as a finite-state machine, whose state is composed of the loop-carried variables. Some loops can span multiple SAMs, in the same way loops in high-level languages can span multiple procedures (by calling procedures in the loop body).

There are many possible translations of programs into SAMs; in this paper we mention two possibilities: constructing one SAM for each basic block (Section 5) and constructing a SAM from a hyperblock (Section 6).

During the program execution, at each instant we can discern three kinds of SAMs:

- **Inactive SAMs** are not being executed and do not have any live state. These SAMs do not need to consume any power and, if hardware virtualization is available, can be swapped out of the reconfigurable hardware.

- **One active SAM** is actively switching and consuming power and should be entirely swapped in; it is analogous to the procedure on the top of the stack (currently being executed) in a traditional model of computation.

- **Passive SAMs** are mostly quiescent: they store live values, but are blocked waiting for the completion of a “callee” SAM. They dissipate only static power most of the time\(^1\) and correspond roughly to the procedures in the current call chain, which have been started in execution, but have not been completed.

### 4.4 An example

Figure 3 shows a simple C program and the equivalent translation into three SAMs. This figure has been automatically generated by our prototype CASH compiler using the VCG graph layout tool [LS93] and illustrates just one possible implementation.

The compiler creates three SAMs from this program:

**SAM 1** implements the initialization of the variables \(i\) and \(j\) with 0. It receives as input the “program counter” (PC), which indicates the caller SAM. The shaded [red] empty oval indicates the “Start” state from figure 2, i.e. that the current FSM has just received control from the outside. The lightly shaded rectangles [green] with a sharp sign are output registers, containing data that is passed to SAM 2.

**SAM 2** implements most of the computation in the procedure. It contains two additions, one for \(i\) and one for \(j\), a comparison of \(i\) with 10, and two multiplexors (represented by the ?; diamonds) that select the values for \(i\) and \(j\) based on the flow of control: either the initial value (if the machine is in the Start state) or the result from the increment operation (if the machine is in the Loop state). The multiplexors have two data inputs and two control inputs (dotted lines) each; the colors correspond: when the dark dotted line is asserted, the dark input is selected. The boxes marked with sharp signs # are registers holding the state, represented by the values of \(i\) and \(j\).

This SAM is executed as long as the loop condition is true (i.e., \(i < 10\)). When the loop condition becomes false, control is transferred to the next SAM.

\(^{1}\)There may be some concurrent activity between the passive SAMs and the active one, because of “instructions” that can be executed in parallel with the call.
int main(void)
{
    int i, j=0;
    for (i=0; i<10; i++)
        j+= i;
    return j;
}

Figure 3: A simple C program and its equivalent SAM implementation. The tokens are not explicitly represented in this figure: conceptually each wire has an associated token, indicating when the signal on the wire is valid.

SAM 3 executes just the return instruction. It receives from SAM 2 the value of j and the PC and uses them as arguments to the return “instruction”. Because the return instruction has a side-effect, it has a third input, a predicate, which indicates when the instruction is safe to execute. Because this return is executed unconditionally, the predicate is the same as the “Start” state for the SAM 3. This return instruction uses the PC value to return the control to the SAM that had originally invoked SAM 1.

4.5 Weaknesses of the ASH Model

In this section I address some of the weaknesses of the ASH model and discuss possible solutions.

- **ASH uses a lot of hardware resources.** Indeed, each different static operation in the program requires a different computational unit. It is unlikely that, in the near future, the amount of available hardware will be able to accommodate programs as big as Microsoft Word.

  The solution to this problem consists of hardware virtualization. This is a run-time mechanism that can provide the illusion of unlimited hardware resources, very much like virtual
memory provides the illusion of unlimited RAM. An example of hardware virtualization can be found in multi-context FPGAs [deH96] and virtual pipelines [Sch97]; these systems can dynamically reprogram the hardware, changing its functionality on the fly. See also Section 7 for a discussion of an alternative CPU + ASH architecture.

- **Reconfigurable hardware has low density and speed.** Reconfigurable hardware incurs a big space and time overhead for storing configuration and for implementing wire interconnections with switches.

  We can see two mitigating factors for this problem: (1) the development of datapath-oriented reconfigurable hardware, which has a coarser granularity than traditional FPGAs (i.e. wider functional units) — for instance, using 8-bit functional units would reduce the configuration size roughly eightfold and would permit much denser implementations [GSM+99]; (2) nanotechnology promises to offer circuits that do not use extra memory to store the configuration and that have incredibly high density [CWB+99, GB01].

- **Costly place and route must be done at compile time.** In traditional CAD tools these operations are time consuming and resource intensive. Nonetheless, we believe that datapath-oriented CAD tools for datapath-oriented reconfigurable architectures, as typified for instance by our own DIL compiler [BG99, GSB+00], can achieve compilation speeds comparable to the software compilers. However, a lot of research remains to be done in this area.

- **We do not solve the memory latency and bandwidth problems.** Memory-access time is one important bottleneck for modern processors. ASH attempts to alleviate this problem by partitioning statically the program data in disjoint memory banks that can be placed close to the code using them; these banks can be accessed in parallel, providing increased memory bandwidth. However, it is unlikely that static analysis can do an efficient memory partitioning, especially in the presence of dynamic memory allocation and pointer-based code. It is also unclear how well local memories match with the requirements of hardware virtualization. Still, as Guri Sohi points out in [Soh97], even if we do not solve the memory problems, research in computer architecture can still be fruitful.

- **We do not have any multiprocessing and operating-system model.** At this stage we do not have any sound proposal on how the ASH model would be used to handle traditional multiprocessing and what its interaction with an operating system would be. I/O issues for ASH devices are also an open question.

5 A Preliminary Study

In this section I briefly describe a limit study that we carried out to assess the qualities of the ASH model. This work is more thoroughly described in our ISCA 2001 paper [GB01]. We use simulation to estimate the area and timing of applications implemented using the ASH model. We analyze the behavior of programs from the SpecInt95 [Sta95] and Mediabench [LPMS97] benchmark suites. We do not perform any reconfigurable-computing optimizations, (e.g., loops are not turned into pipelines) and we do not implement custom-size functional units. We assume no parallel execution or pipelining between independent SAMs.
5.1 Area requirements

We define the area unit as the area for the implementation of one memory word (4 bytes). We assumed that each integer operation (except multiply and divide) can be also implemented in one area unit\(^2\). For our benchmarks the total area (code and data) was between 2,000 and 250,000 units, a size that will be readily available in future hardware generations.

5.2 Trace Collection and Analysis

Each application to be simulated is compiled using gcc with maximum optimizations on an Alpha 21164 machine. The ATOM binary instrumentation tool [SE94] is used to instrument the program to generate a trace of important events. From the program trace we create a weighted graph (with weights both on nodes and edges). Each node represents either a SAM thread or a memory location; a node’s weight is the estimation of its area. Each basic block of the program becomes a different SAM. A SAM exploits the complete ILP available in a basic block.

An edge between two basic blocks represents control-flow transfer and is weighted with the number of data values transferred between the two blocks. Transfers of control resulting from procedure calls are weighted with the total size of the procedure arguments. An edge between a basic-block node and a memory node is weighted with the number of accesses made from the block to that address.

After the program is run and the graph is built, the graph is placed on a two-dimensional grid. We strive to place together nodes connected by heavy edges. We carry out the placement in two stages: clustering and placement.

- In the clustering stage nodes are clustered together into supernodes of total weight 100, by minimizing the edge total weight between supernodes. We use the METIS graph partitioning tool [KK95] for this purpose.

- In the merging stage we place the supernodes on a two-dimensional grid. We greedily merge pairs of supernodes into larger rectangles until we are left with a single node.

Some characteristics of the resulting laid-out graph are worth noting: although it is sparse (the average node degree is less than 10 for all our programs), the node-degree distribution is very skewed (each graph has a few large “stars”). Figure 4 (a) displays one of the smallest graphs; each square is a supernode, obtained after clustering. The shading of the squares indicates how many of the objects inside are computations and how many are memory. A white square contains only code.

The edges represent communication. The edge width is the logarithm of the number of bytes transferred across the edge. The edge color indicates the mix of types of messages: dark edges indicate memory reads only, while lighter edges indicate control transfers, with intermediate shadings for mixed traffic. Despite this graph being very small, it exhibits some features typical for all our programs, such as the big “stars”: code regions that touch most of the memory of the program. “Stars” are bad, because there is no way to place all adjacent nodes close to the star’s center node; some have to be remote and thus will be expensive to access. For example, the memcpy

\(^2\)In the cited study we used the unit of area to represent a physical device which we called “cluster”. According to this definition of the unit, our area estimation is pessimistic for memory, which can be packed denser, and optimistic for instructions, which would require somewhat more space.
standard-library function was the center of one star in several programs, because it would access most of the memory used by the program. To reduce the size of these stars we have inlined `memcpy`. Each new copy then services a different set of memory locations, to which it can be placed closer (Figure 4 (b)). This significantly improves the graph layout and the program performance. The area cost of inlining is negligible (less than 1%).

![Graph for g721_e](image)

**Figure 4:** A placed graph before and after inlining a procedure. Each square represents 100 units of area. A white square contains only code, while a shaded square [green] contains memory too. Light edges [red] indicate control-transfer, dark edges [blue] indicate memory reads. Edge thickness is logarithm of traffic along that edge.

### 5.3 Trace-based simulation

The second phase of the simulation runs the ATOM-instrumented binary, generating a trace of all important events: transfer of control between blocks and memory-read operations. We use this trace to evaluate the running time of the program when implemented as a circuit whose layout is computed by our placement algorithm. Remote operations (i.e., memory reads and inter-SAM transfers) take time proportional to the Manhattan distance between the communication end-points.

### 5.4 Comments

In some respects our simulation methodology is overly optimistic, in others it is pessimistic. Some of the more important optimistic assumptions:

- The placed graph depends on the input data. In general we cannot know what locations will be used.

- We completely ignore routability issues. We assume sufficient wire bandwidth is available to connect the nodes point-to-point.

- We assume full memory parallelism: any two memory accesses can be made in parallel, with no contention, either on the network or in memory.
Figure 5: Breakdown of execution time assuming the signal takes 5 cycles to transit between the centers of two neighboring squares. Idle time is the time spent waiting for memory-read operations to complete.

The important pessimistic assumptions are:

- A lot of potential parallelism is not exploited in this scheme; only intra-basic block parallelism is available. Our new hyperblock-based scheme will expose more of it.
- The register allocation by gcc hides some ILP when spilling occurs.

The average running time for the benchmarks implemented using this model was within a factor of 3 from the running time on the Alpha processor, with a maximum slowdown of 10 (we assume the reconfigurable fabric can run at the same clock cycle as the Alpha). Figure 5 shows how the running time of each application was spent. We notice that the dominant cost is most often “idle time”, spent waiting for memory reads to complete; there is indeed a good correlation between idle time and slowdown. The lack of caches in this architecture makes remote memory operations costly.

5.5 Conclusions of the Study

Here are some lessons learned from this study:

- Some important classes of programs (e.g., multimedia processing) can fit within a small amount of hardware and in future generations may be completely implementable in hardware without the need for virtualization.
- The spatial model of computation exhibits different trade-offs than a traditional architecture (CPU executing software). Some traditional compiler optimizations have new effects: for instance, procedure inlining can improve the spatial locality of programs.
- Performance of the spatial model of computation can approach the performance of traditional processors, if we assume identical performance for the underlying hardware.
6 The CASH Compiler

In this section I describe CASH, our current implementation of the ASH Compiler.
Our compiler infrastructure is built around the SUIF 1.3 research compiler [WFW+94]. For
the moment, we do not use any of the parallelizing components of SUIF.

**Traditional compilation.** Most of the compiler front-end optimizations (e.g., dead-code elimi-
nation, copy propagation, common subexpression elimination, unreachable code removal) are ben-
eficial in the context of the ASH framework. We also use aggressive procedure inlining. We plan
to use dependence analysis to assist the loop pipelining (see below).

**Width analysis and hardware cost estimation.** Because we target reconfigurable hardware,
we can implement arbitrary-width arithmetic at a lower cost than standard word-size computa-
tions. We have developed a compiler analysis called Bit Value [BSWG00], which can discover narrow-width
scalar operations in C programs\(^3\). This analysis is used to assess the hardware resources required
for implementing each program construct.

**Kernels selection.** When we target a mixed system, comprised of a traditional CPU and a
reconfigurable system (see Section 7), this compilation phase selects program portions that are most
likely to provide benefits when executed on the reconfigurable fabric. We make this decision entirely
statically now, but we plan to also use profile information. Unlike other published work [LCD+00],
one of our basic assumptions is that the amount of available hardware resources will be large enough
to accommodate entire procedures. As a consequence we no longer need complicated algorithms
to trim down the selected kernels.

**Memory partitioning.** A variety of techniques can be employed to discover for each piece of
code the memory regions that it will access. For array-based code this is a relatively simple task.
For pointer-based code we can use a variety of techniques: type based or pointer-analysis based.

Once this kind of information is available, various techniques can be used to co-locate the
memory and the code accessing it [GS99, SSM01, BLAA98, BRM+99]. An excellent overview of
how memory partitioning is done in embedded systems can be found in [PDN99]; many of these
techniques could prove valuable in the ASH framework.

We can also use optimistic techniques to deal with memory placement when code is unanalyz-
able, in the same way the RAW architecture falls back on a dynamically scheduled network when
the access pattern cannot be predicted statically [LBF+98].

This part of the compiler is currently not implemented.

**Hyperblock-based SAM selection.** To extract a large amount of ILP from the programs we
use the notion of hyperblock\(^4\) [MLC+92], which has been introduced in the context of predicated-
code generation. Each hyperblock becomes a SAM. The use of hyperblocks for reconfigurable-
hardware generation has been already suggested in [CW00, SNBK01], but our approach is more
general:

\(^3\)Other similar analyses have been published concurrently [MRS+01, SBA00].
\(^4\)A hyperblock is a part of the program control-flow graph which has a single entry point.
1. We completely cover each procedure with disjoint hyperblocks, using a linear-time algorithm. Hyperblock entry points are given by the loop entry points in the control-flow graph. Our method of hyperblock selection is completely general and deals with unstructured flow of control.

2. There are several knobs that we can turn to tune the hyperblock selection which allow us to optimize the resulting circuit for area, speed, or power: by choosing the hyperblock entry and exit points we can tune the size and power consumption. By duplicating code we can increase hyperblocks, thus enabling the exploitation of more ILP at the expense of more area and power.

   We intend to do a systematic exploration of the space of possibilities.

3. We have implemented some of the techniques described in the literature on compilation for predicated architectures: merging static single assignment and predication [CSC+00], merging speculative execution and predication [ACM+98]. Some other techniques could be applied as well, such as BDD-based predicate analysis and simplification [SAmWH00].

4. We can completely avoid some of the difficulties that classical compilers face when using predicated code: balancing the control flow [AmWHM97], register allocation [GJJ96], dataflow analysis [JS96], interference between speculation and predicated-code execution [MN99], predicate factorization [AS+99].

**Dataflow-machine generation.** For each hyperblock we generate a finite-state machine. The machine has a combinational portion, which computes the next state and a sequential portion, which implements the looping. The FSM state consists of the loop-carried variables.

   The combinational portion of the machine is implemented as a dataflow machine [Pap88, Tra86]. We use a technique very similar to the synthesis of dependence flow graphs [PBJ+91], which we adapted to handle predicated code; we also handle imperative languages with updateable values. In our implementation, the “tokens” are no longer explicitly represented: they become two 1-bit wires connecting the functional units (one wire is used to signal data availability, the other to confirm data consumption). There is no token store, token-matching logic or register file. The main overhead of the interpreted dataflow machines is thus completely eliminated. Static scheduling can also eliminate most of the token synchronization, as described below.

   Each basic block in a hyperblock has an associated path predicate, as described in [CSC+00]. We use control-equivalence relations (as suggested in [GJJ96]) and some simple local structural properties of the control-flow graph to simplify the predicates. The predicate computation is implemented in hardware, using the same dataflow style (see Figure 3). The path predicates are used to guard the execution of instructions with side-effects (memory writes, memory reads that can trigger exceptions, procedure calls and returns). The path predicates are also a part of the finite-state-machine control (i.e., they compute the next state).

   As in the Threaded-Abstract Machine (TAM) [CGSE93] model, the operations having unpredictable latency (memory access, control-flow transfer, and procedure calls) are transformed into communication primitives.

   Logically, each data signal has an associated “token” signal, which is used to indicate when the value signal is valid (i.e., its computation has terminated). The tokens can be implemented as 1-bit wires connecting the producer and consumers of a value; the tokens act as “enable” signals for the
consumers. Each consumer has a reverse acknowledgement signal, to indicate consumption of the data value. We expect that in synchronous hardware implementations most of the token signals can be optimized away by statically scheduling the operations with known latency (more precisely, we can use a single token for all operations executed during the same clock cycle, and we can dispense with the acknowledgement altogether). Passing tokens will remain necessary between producers which have unpredictable latency (i.e. remote operations, like memory reads and procedure calls) and their consumers.

The dataflow machine is essentially a static single assignment representation (SSA) [CFR+91] of the predicated program. All instructions with no side-effects are speculatively executed; this is equivalent to the instruction-promotion technique described in [MLC+92]. Unlike other SSA representations for predicated code [CSC+00], we explicitly build the circuitry to compute the \( \phi \) functions\(^5\), which become multiplexors in hardware. The multiplexors are controlled by the path predicates. We found that this explicit representation of the complete program is extremely handy, enabling a lot of classical compiler optimizations (dead-code elimination, common-subexpression elimination, constant folding, etc.) to be carried in linear time and using very simple and clean algorithms.

Predicated-execution architectures have had to deal with the problem of balancing the control-flow paths which are speculated; for instance, if the then side of an if takes much longer than the else side, speculating through both will harm the execution sequences in which only the else side should be executed [AmWHM97]. We have a very simple solution to this problem, which consists of using lazy, fully decoded multiplexors.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{(a) A normal MUX} & \quad \text{(b) A pre-decoded MUX} \\
\end{align*}\]

Figure 6: Normal multiplexors vs. pre-decoded multiplexors.

Recall that multiplexors are synthesized to select between multiple converging definitions of a variable. Our multiplexor implementation uses fully-decoded multiplexors, which have as many selector bits as there are inputs (Figure 6). These multiplexors do not need the complicated encoding/decoding logic for the selection signals and can be very cheaply implemented in hardware. When the computation leading to the multiplexor is unbalanced, we use synchronization tokens to signal the completion of the operations computing the data values and predicates. A lazy multiplexor can generate its output as soon as the “true” selector predicate and its corresponding data item have arrived. (For example, in Figure 6 (b), assume that the a input is valid, and the sel.a selector is asserted; we can then output a without waiting for the other signals to become valid.) Thus the circuit always computes the output in minimum time.

There is a very interesting interplay between predicates and tokens. Tokens indicate when the input values are ready, while predicates indicate when the operation should be executed. Because we are speculatively executing operations, the fact that the inputs are all ready (i.e. all tokens have arrived) does not necessarily imply that the operation should be executed: if the operation

---

\(^5\)These are the diamonds in Figure 3.
has a side-effect it is also guarded by the path predicate. Only when the path predicate is true can the operation be executed.

Tokens are used not only to signal that data values are ready, but also to preserve the original program order between instructions which have side effects. The previous work on data-flow machines [Pap88, Tra86, Hel89] could dispense with this feature because it was handling functional languages. For instance, two store instructions that have no data dependency between them cannot be reordered if they may update the same memory location. Alias analysis (e.g., [HT01, Deu94, WL95, Ste96, SH97]), commutativity analysis [RD97] and other side-effect analysis (e.g., [RR00]) techniques can be used to remove unnecessary tokens between instructions with side effects which are provably independent, unleashing more parallelism.

The side-effect operations will thus execute only when both tokens and the controlling predicate are enabled. We can use this fact to reduce the number of signals, for instance by merging the token with the predicate in a single signal and setting the other signal to constant “enable”. Another optimization we can do is to combine the tokens for speculated instructions with their path predicates; in this way, we effectively disable the speculative execution of that instruction and all its dependents, saving dynamic power.

In our future research we intend to explore the impact that the interplay between tokens and predicates has on the resulting circuit.

Software/hardware pipelining. A very effective method to generate high-performance implementations is to use hardware pipelining to exploit the parallelism. Various techniques can be used:

- If the memory access can be decoupled from the execution [SWP86], maximum pipeline parallelism can be exploited, like in the PipeRench architecture [GSM+99].

- If we can analyze data-dependences at compile time, we can generate static pipeline schedules, like the ones described in [LCD+00].

- Finally, if the code is not analyzable, for instance because it contains pointers or control flow, we can generate a pipeline with speculative execution and hardware to detect conflicts at runtime [MH00, MTH99].

This part of the compiler is currently not implemented.

Placement and routing. The last phase of the compiler should handle placement and routing of both SAMs and the interconnection network that is used to connect SAMs to each other and to memories. This thesis will be concerned only with superficial aspects of placement and routing, which will be used just to obtain some rough estimates on the communication time. Our previous work [BG99] on datapath oriented placement and routing make us believe that this task is not insurmountable.

This part of the compiler is currently not implemented.

7 Evolutionary Path

As described in Section 4, one of the main goals of the ASH architecture is to provide good scalability with future technology. In this section we discuss how a smooth transition can be made
towards an ASH architecture starting from the contemporary CPU designs.

The main problem faced by the ASH model is resource consumption; contemporary reconfigurable-hardware circuits have low densities and cannot provide enough resources to implement large programs. We imagine two different types of solutions to this problem: (1) hardware virtualization, which is a technology that simulates unbounded hardware resources by time-multiplexing the actual physical resources between computations that occur at different moments in time; (2) a combination of a reconfigurable-hardware system and a CPU; using such a system, we map only part of the program on the reconfigurable hardware, while the rest is executed on the CPU. Let us discuss these two alternatives in more detail.

7.1 Hardware virtualization

There is a wealth of work on hardware virtualization and run-time reconfiguration; [TCJW97, GF96, CWG+98, HFHK97, RLG+98, SV98, Xil96].

We believe that this paradigm will become more viable in the future due to two factors: (1) the increase in available reconfigurable-hardware resources up to a point where we can map the whole working set of the program (2) the emergence of datapath-oriented reconfigurable hardware, which can exhibit higher density and lower reconfiguration time.

Hardware virtualization is completely transparent to the application, being managed by a run-time mechanism and a configuration cache. Some hard problems exist, though, such as the interaction among defects, virtualization, and link-time placement.

7.2 ASH and CPUs

Several research projects have investigated the tight coupling of reconfigurable hardware architectures with general-purpose processors [SNBK01, CW98, WBG00, Hau00]. These architectures can offload part of the computation from a CPU to a reconfigurable fabric. One of the hardest problems in this direction of research is the automatic partitioning of the program. The scarcity of computational resources on the reconfigurable hardware has made the problem of kernel selection particularly difficult. We believe that the two factors cited above (resource increase and higher density) will make this task much simpler in the future.

7.2.1 A Preliminary Study for an ASH+CPU system

We have built the complete infrastructure for a study of the interplay between a reconfigurable-hardware fabric and a superscalar processor. Our model assumes that we have a large amount of reconfigurable hardware placed close to the processor pipeline, having direct access to the processor registers. The reconfigurable fabric behaves like an ordinary functional unit with an unpredictable latency; we call it a Reconfigurable Functional Unit (RFU).

The RFU can implement both combinational and sequential programs. The RFU can also access memory through the data cache (so we do not have to worry about coherence problems between the RFU and the main processor). The communication between the processor and the RFU is made through special instructions: instructions to pass register values to the RFU, to read register values from the RFU, to load an RFU configuration, and to start the RFU execution. The synchronization between the CPU and the RFU looks exactly like the synchronization between the CPU and a long-latency functional unit.
We have implemented several hardware-software partitioning algorithms using the SUIF compiler infrastructure. We use the CASH compiler to create the RFU configuration. We have adapted the SimpleScalar simulator [BA97] for cycle-accurate simulations of CPU+RFU combinations. [I have almost completely built the infrastructure for this study. However, I do not yet have the simulation results. I will do my best to be able to present these at the oral presentation of this proposal.]

8 Timeframe

In this section I describe the plan for the rest of this thesis work. I intend to focus mainly on the front-end issues, with particular emphasis on the CASH compiler.

July 2001: explore the interplay ASH+CPU using the developed SimpleScalar simulation infrastructure

August 2001: finalize and debug the core of the CASH compiler

Fall 2001: create realistic simulation models for important ASH components: the interconnection network, the memory controllers, I/O

Winter 2001: create models for cost, area and power consumption

Winter 2001–2002: explore alternative methods of hardware/software partitioning

Spring 2002: study loop parallelization through pipelining (three variants: decoupled access, static schedule, speculative parallelism)

Summer 2002: explore some of the architectural trade-offs: SAM selection, predicate/token duality, safe/optimistic memory partitioning, interconnection network complexity (bus/switched), etc.

Fall 2002: write thesis

Winter 2002: defend
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